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Abstract: The purpose of the present article is to review the literature of note-taking to explore its theoretical
and practical state. The author has also cultivated in his mind the idea of providing the students, teachers and
researchers with a rich source of information and future research priorities concerning the theme.
Methodologically, note-taking studies were searched for in books, on the web and in some important databases
including Elsevier, ScienceDirect, Sagepub and Springer. The search notes focused on the theory underlying
note-taking and the findings of the previous studies. It was found that from the early of 20  century up to nowth

note-taking has occupied the minds of many scholars. Rooted in cognition and metacognition, note-taking
performs a crucial function in learning and academic achievement. Practically, note-taking is significant for
students-they learn via this study skill-, for teachers-they can raise the level of students' knowledge by
acquainting them with various note-taking strategies-and for the researchers-they can use it as a unique data-
gathering instrument and conduct further research about it.
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INTRODUCTION People take notes to plan future events and activities,

Due to its significance for different groups dealing to record the minutes of work meetings. Furthermore, the
with learning, teaching and researching, research on note- reasons why individuals take notes are highly variable.
taking has both theoretically and practically generated Despite the diversity of contexts and situations, all note-
debates since C.C. Crawford began his studies in 1920s. taking entails recording information collected from one or
Initially the debates centered on whether note-taking more sources. Such a record constitutes a stable external
resulted in improved student performance on tests. Over memory that is intended to help to plan future activities,
the years, researchers have tried to verify that note-taking to learn, to think or to create. Thus, it is important to
helps students “encode” the information involved and understand this common activity for both theoretical and
that notes are valuable as materials for review [1]. The practical reasons [2]. 
literature reviews accompanying the previous studies are Note  taking  is  recognized  as  a  critical  activity
not rich enough. Therefore, a more extensive literature is which  enhances  learning  in  learning  contexts.  Notes
felt. are  essential  for  recalling  what  has  been  heard or

To approach the objective of the study the present seen and can promote reflection after wards [3].
article aims to analyze the related literature focusing on According to Castello and Monereo [4] note-taking is the
the following categories: hegemonic study activity at university and the main

Significance; students. This observation has given rise to an increasing
theory; and interest in studying students' note-taking and its impact
Results on learning.

The Significance of the Study: Every research project claim that note taking is one of the strategies students can
should be worth doing. The necessity of conducting such cultivate to increase academic achievement. As students
a study originates from the uses, advantages and encounter unfamiliar text, they are equipped with the
importance of note-taking for those who, in one way or means to extract the most important information while
another, deal with learning, teaching and researching. staying engaged with the text [5]. 

to study for examinations, to prepare a technical talk and

ground for education interaction between teacher and

Education journals and current research support the
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Department of Lifelong Learning: study skills series Weishaar and Boyle [11] report that students,
[6] provides a few reasons why note taking is an
important activity: taking notes will help one to 1) extend
attention span, 2) keep focused on the subject area and
the task at hand, 3) remember what is heard or read, 4) be
an active learner and 5) organize the ideas being learnt
about. The notes one produces are his or her own work
and are a visible reminder of the effort being put into the
course. This in itself can be a motivational factor for
study!

In the same vein Cottrell [7] has provided the
following list of reasons which imply why the researchers
should bother themselves to deal with note-taking:

useful record
of important points for lecture use 
of where the information comes from

Helps Writing:

Helps ideas flow.
Helps planning-you can see what information you
have.
Assists organization-you can rearrange and
remember notes in a different order. 
Helps you get started.

Helps Understanding:

If you focus on selecting information to note.
If you think through where everything fits. 

Helps Memory:

Summing things up briefly helps long-term memory.
The act of writing helps motor memory.
Pattern notes can be more memorable visually. 

Investigating the encoding effect of note-taking is
important at least in two ways [8]. First, note-taking is
generally considered as an effective learning strategy. To
support this idea, Kobayashi [8] refers to a study [9]
according to which college students shared beliefs that
the act of taking notes facilitates attending to lecture,
comprehension of the material to be learned and the
subsequent recall. Second, note-taking is one of the
commonest study activities in school settings.

The proponents of the encoding hypothesis [10]
claim that note-taking increases learning by stimulating
note-takers to actively process the material and to relate
it to their present knowledge.

especially those with learning disabilities who are often
“passive” learners, enjoy taking notes because it helps
them in some ways: first, it allows for active engagement
during lecture; second, it actively engages them in the
learning process, thus improving comprehension; third,
note taking encourages clarification of confusing
information and aids encoding during long-term storage;
and fourth, there is a positive correlation between the
amount of notes taken and test scores. 

Kiewra [12] , White [13] and Ward and Tatsukawa
[14] implicitly signify such a study by referring to three
hypotheses concerning the effects of note-taking on
learning. Firstly, the view that the process of recording
notes facilitates learning is known as the encoding
hypothesis. According to this view note-taking itself is
seen as effective independent of review since it increases
attention and helps with the encoding of material. Thus
the process functions of note-taking are emphasized. The
second view is that notes serve principally as a means of
recording information for later review. This is known as
the external storage hypothesis and emphasizes the
product functions of note-taking. In this view, it is the
review of notes that facilitates performance. A third
hypothesis, the generative hypothesis, put forward by
Peper and Mayer [15] states that note-taking facilitates
the selection of important information. Note-taking is
viewed as a generative activity that encourages students
to build connections between what is presented and what
they know. The process of note-taking itself helps
students learn the material. This is usually explained in
terms of encoding: the student’s mind receives some
inputs from the instructor, both verbal and written on the
blackboard and the task is to assimilate them. In the
process of taking notes, the student has to re-express
those inputs and while doing so, the ideas get mentally
rehearsed and integrated at a deeper level, or even re-
encoded mentally in a form that is easier for him to think
about, apply and remember. 

Theoretical Bases: The underlying bases of the study are
cognitive (i.e., repetition, grouping, note-taking, key
words, imagery) and metacognitive (i.e., self-management,
advance preparation, self-monitoring, self-evaluation, self-
reinforcement, general preview) theories [16-18]. 

As a complex activity, note-taking requires
comprehension, selection of information and written
production processes. The time urgency of selecting key
points and recording them while comprehending new
information at the same time places significant demands
on the central executive and other components of working
memory [2]. 
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For  cognitive  psychologists,  it  is important to Complex behavior is composed of simpler processes.
study the mental operations that underlie note taking in
addition to studying the product itself. A cognitive
analysis  is  even  more  critical  to  understanding  when
it is recognized that note taking cannot be equated to
simply  copying  what  is  heard,  observed,  or  thought.
On the contrary, in a large majority of cases, note taking
implies comprehension and written production. Note
takers, as readers, must comprehend information and, as
learners, try to store information in long-term memory by
writing it down. As writers, note takers must select the
information to record and format it in ways that differs
from the source material. Accordingly, the goal of a
cognitive analysis is to specify the processes, knowledge
and working memory resources that note takers activate
when they produce this unique kind of written product
[2].

Second language acquisition has been viewed as a
complex cognitive skill. Studies suggest that language
learners employ certain ways to learn a language and are
capable of becoming aware of their mental processes,
which are their metacognitive knowledge [19]. According
to Goh [20] metacognitive knowledge consists primarily of
understanding or perception of the ways in which
different factors act and interact to affect the course and
outcome of cognitive enterprise. 

How do cognitivists account for the learning of
language? The answer to this question lies in the
reviewing of three approaches: the perceptual saliency
approach, connectionism and information processing
approach.

Slobin [21] argues that the similarity in linguistic
development across children and across languages is due
to the fact that human beings are programmed to perceive
and organize information in certain ways. It is this
perceptual saliency which drives the learning process
rather than an innate language-specific module.

A distinctive feature of connectionism or parallel
distributed processing models (PDP) resides in the links
it attempts to build with neurology and even
neurobiology. Connectionists believe that we have to
study learning within the actual architecture of the brain
and make use of neurological information [22]. 

The main characteristics of Mclaughlin’s information
processing model are as follows: 

Humans are viewed as autonomous and active.
Mind is a general-purpose, symbolic-processing
system.

These processes are modular.
Component processes can be isolated and studied
independently of other processes. 
Processes take time; therefore, prediction about
reaction time can be made. 
The mind is a limited-capacity processor.

When applied to second language learning, this
approach can be summarized as follows: 

Within this framework, second language learning is
viewed as the acquisition of a complex cognitive skill.
To learn a second language is to learn a skill,
because various aspects of the task must be
practiced and integrated into fluent performance.
This requires the automatization of component sub-
skills. Learning is a cognitive process, because it is
thought to involve internal representations which
regulate and guide performance. As performance
improves, there is constant restructuring as learners
simplify, unify and gain increasing control over their
internal representations [23]. These two
notions—automatization and restructuring-are
central to cognitive theory [22]. 
According to Ellis [17] some strategies learners use
are cognitive (for example, relating new concepts to
other information in memory), some other are
metacognitive (for example, organizing a time table to
facilitate effective study of L2).

Theoretically, we would know whether instruction is
successful and we will explore the relationship between
(linguistic) environment and the learner’s internal
processing mechanism. Formal instruction directed at
cognitive goals is concerned with attempts to train
learners to use effective learning strategies. This allows
us to address the question: Does learner’s training
enhance learner’s ability to learn from formal instruction?
A theoretical position concerning the role of formal
instruction is ‘the selective attention hypothesis’
according to which formal instruction acts as an aid to
acquisition [17]. 

Information is processed in short-term memory,
which is limited in the amount of information it can
process. When the short-term memory is overloaded,
some materials are lost from short-term memory.
Therefore, one way to help students jot down more
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information in their notes is to lessen their cognitive load, According to White [13] note taking is not generally
thereby allowing students more cognitive space to considered to be as central to language learning as, say,
process lecture information. A primary obstacle of note- inferencing, translation or association, but has been
taking is the amount of cognitive overload experienced by found to be among the most frequent cognitive strategies
student Lee et al. [24]. used by language learners. Repetition and note-taking

Metacognitive is a term used in information have been considered as the cognitive strategies used
processing theory to indicate an “executive” function, most often by ESL learners.
strategies that involve planning for learning, thinking Wenden [27] claims that metacognitivite knowledge
about the learning process as it is taking place, monitoring is essential for successful learning because students'
of one’s production or comprehension and evaluating understanding of themselves, the task they engage in and
learning after an activity is completed [25]. the strategies available to them directly affect all their

One   type   of   metacognitive   knowledge is decisions about learning. She goes on to argue that
strategy   (knowledge   regarding   the   strategies  which metacognition consists of a knowledge element and a
are likely to be effective in achieving goals and strategic element. She defines the latter as "general skills
undertaking tasks) [26]. Wenden [27] claims that through which learners manage, direct, regulate, sic [and]
metacognitive knowledge is essential for successful guide their learning, i.e., planning, monitoring and
learning  because  students’  understanding of evaluating" [26]. 
themselves, the task they engage in and the strategies Wang et al. [34] introduced several virtues of
available  to  them  directly  affects  all  their  decisions metacognition: it focuses on the role of awareness and
about learning. Zimmerman [28] notes that as executive management of thinking and helps learners
metacognitively active participants in their own learning, become active participants in the learning process,
“self-regulated learners are persons who plan, organize, instead of passive recipients of instruction and imposed
self-instruct, self-monitor and self-evaluate at various experiences. It emphasizes personal appraisal and
stages of learning process”. management, oriented towards cognitive development

Making mnemonic and nonmnemonic notations by and learning; and is embedded in cognitive development,
the children is another evidence for the relationship functioning as both product and producer. It is amenable
between cognition and note-taking. In other words, to classroom instruction with teachers encouraging
cognition underlies notations. One explanation for why metacognitive dialogues and promoting self-appraisal and
children make nonmnemonic notations is age-related self-management skills. A further virtue is that self-
change. Children producing more functional notations appraisal and self-management invite both cognitive and
may be more cognitively advanced, perhaps having more motivational explanations as “skill and will” are
advanced symbolic understanding, but nonmnemonic interwoven in reflections and anticipations about learning.
note takers might not understand how to use notations to Metacognitive strategies are executive skills that evaluate
aid their memory and … might not understand that their the success of a learning activity. The basic
nonmnemonic notations are not useful. Functional note metacognitive strategies include connecting new
takers tend to be older children than those who make information to old, selecting deliberate thinking strategies,
nonmnemonic notes [29-31]. planning, monitoring and evaluating thinking process.

Armbruster [32] and Stefannou, Hoffman and Vielee The emphasis is on reflection on learning processes and
[33] suggested that the more generative the note-taking learning to learn, leading to enhanced self-direction and
activity is, the more learning is likely to occur. However, learner autonomy in language learning. Metacognitive
Armbruster further acknowledged that the act of note- strategies are sequential processes to control cognitive
taking is itself a cognitively complex activity: “Generative activities and to ensure that a cognitive goal is achieved.
processing while taking notes is especially difficult They help to regulate and oversee learning activities,
because the task is so cognitively demanding. Students such as taking conscious control of learning, correcting
must listen to the lecture, select important ideas, hold and errors, analyzing the effectiveness of learning strategies
manipulate these ideas in working memory, interpret the and changing learning behaviors and strategies when
information, decide what to record and then write it necessary. Students without metacognitive approaches
down”. are essentially learners without direction.
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RESULTS Some studies have focused on the relationship

Concerning the theme many studies have been
conducted with the interesting results. In 1925, Crawford
[35] published a study which sought to verify his
observation that there is a positive correlation between
analyses of college students’ lecture notes and their
grades on subsequent quizzes. He concluded that taking
notes was better than not taking notes, that reviewing
notes was a key to their impact and that organizing notes
effectively contributes to improved performance on tests.

According to DI Vesta and Gray [36] the immediate
value of notes is less than the delayed-review value. This
immediate value is of sufficient importance, however, to
justify the practice of taking notes, even if there is no
opportunity to use them later. 

Castello and Monereo [4] refer to different eras when
note-taking has been dealt with. A dominant approach in
the sixties and seventies focused on the effects of note-
taking and note-writing on some cognitive variables, such
as attention, memory and comprehension. In the eighties
and nineties, interest was focused on the relationship
between quality of notes and significance of learning.
More specifically, these studies analyzed whether the use
of different note-taking procedures improved the learning
of some information. From this perspective, a clear
distinction between note-taking procedures was
established, identifying those allowing only for
information repetition, others facilitating its elaboration
and those enhancing comprehension and restructuring of
the content to be noted down. More recently, the interest
of research has shifted to what really happens in the
classrooms when teachers aim at prompting certain note-
taking forms. Apart from showing the adequacy of some
didactic strategies such as expository patterns or "note-
taking tips" these studies have highlighted the
importance of teachers' and students' conceptions about
note-taking.

These studies have also paid attention to the
consideration of notes as a symbolic mediator between
the content taught by the teacher and the knowledge
constructed by students in their minds. Castello and
Moneroe's [4] article deals with such an approach: firstly,
clarifying the significance of notes as a tool to transform
knowledge (epistemic note-taking); and secondly,
presenting some results of a research and educational
innovation project aimed at studying the changes in
conditions of instructional context that may promote
notes becoming real tools for conceptual change. 

between lecture note-taking and academic achievement.
According to Stahl et al. [37] lecture note-taking
influences the academic success of high school and
college students. As Spires and Stone [38] point out,
students will “increasingly have to depend on their ability
to take notes in order to be successful in the classroom".
Armbruster [32] reported that college students usually
spend about %80 of class time listening to lectures. If
lecturing is the instructor’s sacred cow, then lecture note-
taking is the students’ “pet calf”.

On the same stock Kiewra and Benton [39] have been
studying the relationship between lecture note-taking
behaviors and academic ability by using more global
measures of ability, such as GPA and predictive
achievement test scores. In addition, they have
considered a) scores on an information processing ability
test, b) analyses of notes taken during designated lecture
and c) scores on a test based on a lecture and scores on
a course exam covering several lectures. They concluded
that the amount of note-taking is related to academic
achievement and the ability to hold and manipulate
propositional knowledge in working memory is related to
the number of words, complex propositions and main
ideas recorded in notes.

Similarly, there is general consensus among
American college students and professors alike that
taking notes on lecture information assists in the process
of learning and retaining the information [40]. They also
continue to add that taking notes while listening to a
lecture is a time-honored tradition in academic context. …
92% of the international students and 94% of the
American  surveyed  (N=164)  through  a  questionnaire
on the value and practice of taking notes expressed the
view that note taking is an important activity that assists
in the process of learning and retaining the materials.
Dunkel and Davy [40] came to the conclusion that
understanding the views of students on note taking in
lecture and the considerable variation in how they
conceptualize lectures, provides many insights into this
component of academic literacy and, they would argue, is
a necessary adjunct to other kinds of research in this area.
Badger et al. [41] suggest that the aim of taking note is to
recall as much as possible of the lecture. Taking note may
help achieve this aim because the process of taking note
aids the concentration in the lectures or because the
product of note taking facilitates some kind of review
process.
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A little change in the angle of our vision leads us to Another strategy is concept mapping, a tool for
the importance of reviewing the notes taken. In a report
on their study which allowed students to review their
notes immediately before a test, Carter and Van Matre [42]
argued that the benefit of note-taking appeared to be
derived from the review rather than from the act of note-
taking itself. An interesting study by Kiewra [43] also
endorsed the value of review, but not of student note.

Achievement is usually higher when notes are
reviewed. Note-taking may, therefore, primarily serve as
an external storage function because its main value is the
product that is externally stored and reviewed. This
external storage function suggests that note-taking is
important mainly as the source of a written document
which can be referred to when reviewing for tests [44].
Mee also believed that rereading or rewriting notes
seemed equally beneficial and most of the successful test
performers were those who took full notes, had positive
attitude towards note-taking and reviewed their notes. 

Kiewra et al. [45] investigated how different note-
taking formats in combination with review activities affect
recall and relational learning. The results of their study
indicated that essay writing was less effective than
standard review practice for relational learning and that
note-taking on an outline increased test performance
beyond other note formats. Performance differences might
have resulted from quantitative differences in note-taking
favoring outline note-takers. Additionally, conducting a
study, Kiewra [12] concluded that listening to a lecture
and subsequently reviewing the instructor's notes prior to
a delayed exam leads to relatively higher achievement
than does the traditional method of taking and reviewing
personal lecture notes. According to Slotte and Lonka
[46] reviewing the notes during essay-writing generally
resulted in good performance in an exam calling for deep-
level text comprehension. However, this review effect was
mainly limited to detailed learning instead of making one's
own inferences. 

Strategically, note-taking is generally considered as
an effective learning tool. Many students believe in the
positive effect of note-taking process itself on the
learning performanc [8]. According to Van Meter, Yokoi
and Pressley [9] college students shared beliefs that the
act of taking notes facilitates attending to the lecture,
comprehension of the material to be learned and the
subsequent recall. Lee et al. [24] have taken note-taking
into accounts as effective strategies to improve students’
learning.

representing the interrelationships among concepts in an
integrated, hierarchical manner. In other words, it is a
strategy via which we can organize our notes. Conducting
a study on the influence of concept mapping on
achievement, self-regulation and self-efficacy in ESL
students, Chularut and DeBacker's [47] findings clearly
demonstrate that concept mapping can benefit ESL
students across a range of levels of English proficiency,
including those who were most advanced in English
acquisition. This has important implications for both
students and educators. Students may optimize their
learning by adopting concept mapping as a learning
strategy. Because concept mapping is a student-directed
strategy that dose not rely on teacher involvement or
other formal or complex technological support, it is easily
adopted by users. Furthermore, concept mapping is
flexible enough to be useful in variety of learning setting.
Educators may enhance the achievement as well as the
self-efficacy of their ESL students by familiarizing them
with the concept mapping strategy.

Some others have geared their attention towards the
quality of notes. Research on the qualitative dimension,
based on the note completeness, indicates that the
number of idea units in lecture notes is positively related
to test performance [45]. Benton et al. [48] also presented
data consistent with the conclusion that the length of
lecture notes was related to both qualitative measures of
essay writing. 

Slotte and Lonka [46] also found that taking
extensive and high-quality notes is related to success in
tasks calling for deep-level discourse processing. They
continue to argue that writing more extensive summaries
would improve the quality of deep-level mental
representations. The results they have obtained clearly
show that the process of recording notes is related to text
comprehension even without any instruction on how to
produce the notes. In particular, they found that
spontaneous note-taking is effective when deep-level
understanding and one's own references are called for.
The fact that the review and process effects of note-
taking are different, depending on the nature of the task,
poses challenge to instructional designers. First, students
should be made aware that various note-taking strategies
exist. This requires developing met cognitive knowledge
about when and under what conditions a particular type
of note-taking activity is more effective. Further, the
learning situations should be such that rote learning
would not be reasonable.
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According to Slotte and Lonka [46] results pertaining Some experimental studies on student achievement
to note quality indicated that the participants who have been inconclusive regarding the benefits of note-
summarized the content of the text resulted in better taking training. However, these studies have had serious
performance in all tasks in comparison with those who methodological weaknesses and have not consistently
produced notes following the text order or verbatim notes. involved meaningful training sessions that incorporate
The amount of note-taking was also positively related to practice and evaluation of the note-taking skills. For
text comprehension. They also state that, in spontaneous example, a study by Bretzing et al. [54] involved 15 minute
note-taking, summarizing and using other methods which training sessions before the testing and provided only
require the elaboration from words to meaning units in general note-taking tips. 
one's own words lead to a deeper-level mental Bertzing, Kulhavy and Caterino [54] and Peck and
representation than copying, verbatim notes, or Hannafin [57] conducted similar research to gain insight
underlining text. They believe that dimensional formats into this issue. In all of these studies, one or more
have improved learning from text, whereas conventional experimental groups received special note-taking training,
notes, taken in the students' ordinary way, have generally while one or more groups received no formal training. The
resulted in poorer performance. These researchers argue results of Peck and Hannafin’s [57] study showed that the
that the results of their study have important theoretical uninstructed note takers actually performed better on all
and pedagogical implications, since their study has three tests. Peck and Hannafin [57] suggested that the
shown that the quality of spontaneous used learning results were a product of an “interference effect” in which
activities determines the quality of mental representation the process of note-taking itself interfered with the
formed of the materials to be learned. retention of information. 

Some researchers have noticed the encoding and In, practically, all college and high school
external storage dimensions of note-taking. Rickards and classrooms, students take note while attending lecture
Friedman [49] concluded that note-taking seemed to serve presentations. Although students fill volumes of
as both an encoding device and as external storage notebooks throughout their academic careers, few
mechanism, with latter being the more important function. students are ever taught or advised about note-taking and
The external storage function not only led to enhanced review. In fact, Palmatier and Bennett [58] surveyed 233
recall of the notes, but also facilitated the reconstruction University of Georgia students and found that although
of other parts of the passage. 99% of them took lecture notes, only 17% of those

The research findings on whether note-taking students had received limited formal instruction in note-
promotes  encoding  have  been  mixed.  Hult  et  al.  [50] taking. Such limited training is perhaps a reflection of
, for example, found that note-taking does involve insufficient teacher preparation in study skills such as
semantic  encoding;  but  Henk  and  Stahl  [51]  found note-taking [59]. For example, only two of 29 educational
that the process of note-taking in itself does little to psychology textbooks reviewed by Ladas [1] even
enhance recall. They found, however, that reviewing mentioned the topic of note-taking.
notes clearly results in superior recall. Their conclusions Boyle and Weishaar [60] in their study of high school
were dramatically different from those of Barnett et al. [52] students with disabilities concluded that improved note-
, who found “strong support” for the encoding function taking skills contribute to increasing students’
of note-taking but not for the value of using notes to comprehension, short-term and long-term recall. They
review material [53]. The proponents of the encoding extended the academic note-taking training in their study
hypothesis [54, 36, 10, 15, 55] state that note-taking from 15 minutes to 50 minute sessions. Instructed
enhances learning by stimulating the note-takers to students scored significantly higher on measures of
actively process the material and to relate it to their immediate recall, long-term recall and comprehension and
existing knowledge. number of words recorded. It is reasonable to assume that

A number of studies have been conducted over the if speed note-taking is incorporated into academic note-
last 30 years that examine the effect of note-taking training taking and a sufficient practicing and reinforcement is
on achievement. It is widely accepted by educators that provided, it will increase the number of words recorded
notetaking is a valuable tool that can help increase the which will have a significant impact on comprehension,
retention of information [56]. immediate and long-term recall.
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Since note-taking is a crucial skill, many educators Miscellaneous findings are found in some other
[61, 62, 63, 38, 59, 56] believe that it should be explicitly
taught in school According to Ornstein [61] note-taking
should be part of the curriculum. He argues that:

Able students usually learn [note-taking] skills on
their own as a byproduct of cognition. However,
many students do not learn these skills, or learn them
too late, simply because they were not explicitly
taught them (p. 58).
Ornstein  [61]  believes  that all students would
benefit if teachers deliberately trained their students
in note-taking techniques, especially the lower-
achieving  students.  On  the  same stock Bakunas
and Holley [63] argue that note-taking skills should
be taught to students in the same manner that they
are taught writing or computer skills. Teachers
should  model  the  desired result and students
should have  the  opportunity  to practice and
receive feedback. The teacher should not simply
assume that the students know how to take good
notes. Some educators believe that teaching general
note-taking skills is not sufficient. Instead, they
argue that teachers should provide training in a
specific method or strategy of note-taking. Stahl et
al. [37] state that the Cornell Method, the Unified
Note-taking System and the Split Page Method are all
effective, “time-honored tactics” (p. 615). Spires and
Stone [38] and Bakunas and Holley [63] specifically
recommend the Split Page Method. Eidson [62] ,
however, believes that general note-taking
procedures may be more effective than specific
methods because they take individual student
differences into account (p. 267).
Some scholars have found that note-taking will be
more effective if it is combined with another learning
factor. Seif [64] finds notes useful if they are
accompanied by the reader’s own explanation and
interpretations. He called these types of notes note-
making and he has said "take brief notes in your own
words so that the main points can be included,
organized and meaningful to you". The results of a
study conducted by Peverly and Brobst [65]
indicated that note taking and background
knowledge were generally better predictors of test
performance than self-regulation. Results imply that
test performance is more related to note taking and
background knowledge than to self-regulation.

studies. Foos et al. [66] , conducting two experiments on
260 university students, investigated the effect of self-
generated materials and came to the conclusion that the
students keep the self-generated materials in mind more
than those generated by the others. In the experiments
conducted by Di Vesta and Gray [36] it was found that a
group which took notes (notes take condition) was
invariably superior in passage recall to a group which did
not take notes (no notes condition), thereby providing
support for encoding hypothesis. However, these
researchers did not find any support for the external
storage hypothesis, since no advantage over a note-
taking group was found for a group which took notes and
also reviewed them (note have condition). Hartley [67]
gathered 57 note-taking studies and found that 34 studies
favored the positive effect of note-taking, 19 studies
yielded non significant results and 4 studies revealed the
negative effect. He concluded from this result of vote-
counting that note-taking enhances learning in certain
conditions.

Using a randomized pretest-posttest control group
design and a survey, Karimi [68] made an attempt to
understand the effect of note-taking strategy instruction
and its interaction with gender on the students’ academic
achievement and the attitude of Iranian professors and
students towards note-taking. 

Using ANCOVA, he found that the average
performance between the groups differed on the posttest.
That is, the experimental group outperformed the control
one, implying that the main effect of note-taking strategy
instruction has been significant, [F(1.55) = 50.217, p <  =
0.01]. The adjusted means (Table 1) show that the mean
score of the participants in the experimental group is
16.697 which is higher than that of the control group
(11.439). It was also marginally found that the main effect
of sex on the academic achievement is not significant,
[F(1, 55) = 1.382, p = 0.248]. However, the extension of the
researcher’s prediction, that the interaction of gender and
note-taking strategy instruction would also provides
achievement, was not confirmed, [F(1,55) = 1.24] , p value
= 0.269 >  = 0. 05] (Table 2). 

As a result of using one-sample t test, it was found
that there is a meaningful difference between the mean of
the respondents’ attitudes and that of the questionnaire
itself concerning the effect of note-taking instruction on
the   participants’   academic  achievement  (t  =  33.17,190

p < 0.01). The mean (79.40) of the respondents’ opinions
was  higher  than  that  of  the attitude  questionnaire (60).
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Table 1: The Adjusted Means of the Independent Variable (i. e. Group) in Different Levels

95% Confidence Interval
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Group Mean Std Error Lower Bound Upper Bound

Experimental 16.697 0.507 15.681 17.713
Control 11.439 0.543 10.350 12.527

Table 2: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 401.902 4 100.476 20.459 0.000
Intercept 482.838 1 482.838 98.316 0.000
Pre 21.957 1 21.957 4.471 0.039
G 246.620 1 246.620 50.217 0.000
Sex 6.788 1 6.788 1.382 0.245
G*sex 6.132 1 6.132 1.249 0.269
Error 270.109 55 4.911
Total 12105.313 60
Corrected Total 672.011 59

Table 3: Comparing the Mean of the Respondents’ Opinions With That of the Attitude Questionnaire 

Variable S df t P

Attitude 79.40 8.08 190 33.17 0.000

p < 0.01, N = 191 

Table 4: Comparing the Mean of the Male and Female Respondents’ Attitudes 

Sex N S df t P

Male 71 78.37 9.27 120.802 -1.285 0.201
Female 120 80.02 7.27

N = 191 

Based on the t test operated for independent groups For instance, concept mapping causes students to
(independent t test), there was no a meaningful difference visually  represent  their  understanding  of  what  they
between the mean of males' attitudes and  that  of  the hear or read. Third, reviewing the notes also plays a
females' regarding the effect of teaching note-taking crucial role in recalling [43] and fixing the knowledge in
strategies on the participants’ academic achievement one’s long-term memory (the author’s emphasis). Finally,
t =-1.285 (Tables 3 and 4). One explanation may be note-taking provides learners with security which many(120.802)

that both the male and the female participants had practitioners in teaching advocate to be the facilitator of
experienced the benefits of note-taking and the items of learning.
the questionnaire each has been able to elicit the From a theoretical perspective, there is place to claim
respondents’ judgment about a given aspect of note- that there is a strong bound between note-taking strategy
taking. It is these similar beliefs of the male and the female instruction and students’ academic achievement. There
respondents that provide the foundation of a composite are several explanations to support such a theory. 
theory (i.e., participants’ beliefs and notions about note- As one of the findings of the present study, the
taking). teachers and the students had positive attitude towards

The  findings  probably  indicate  that  note-taking the effect of note-taking on academic achievement. This
can benefit students. This may be explained in some implies that they had experienced the results of note-
ways. First, note-taking causes meaningful learning. taking in their life; that is why such a positive attitude was
Second, each note-taking strategy performs its own formed in their minds. Logically speaking, the individuals
function  in   building   students’   cognitive   structure cannot have negative attitude towards something if they
regarding the content of the subject matter they deal with. see its positive results. 
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To see how note-taking causes learning and point of view, the last stage which people acquire is
academic achievement, it is needed to know about its abstract thought. 
mechanisms. Note-taking performs a crucial function in Failing to acquire note-taking, as an effective study
the memory processes like encoding, storage and skill, causes students not to succeed in studying and
retrieval. In the process of noting down the abstract developing positive attitudes towards educational centers
materials in a concrete form, both concrete operational [74] ; however, appropriate use of note-taking, as a
intelligence and abstract or formal concrete intelligence cognitive learning strategy, will lead to better achievement
are involved [69]. Some other mechanisms implying the in learning the target language and assists the learner to
effectiveness of note-taking are enhancing attention span, gain more independence in the process of learning a
creating confidence in what has been learned and discipline, language or other [75]. As it was mentioned
decreasing memory load (through summarizing verbal [47] , concept mapping can be considered as one of note-
and/or written information). taking strategies. Oloyede's [76] study shoed that the

Note-taking can generally affect learning and students taught using this strategy had a higher retention
academic achievement in various ways. For instance, of information than those taught using guided discovery.
encoding and the storage processes of information result To the best of his smattering knowledge, Karimi [68]
in retrieval and learning. This is due the fact that teaching has offered some practical suggestions as follows: 
note-taking strategies strengthens the processes of
comprehending, noticing the materials (especially the key The instructors are recommended to teach different
points) and summarizing information. When amplified, note taking strategies to their students explicitly. 
such processes facilitate and speed up understanding the Teachers and students should be cognizant to take
materials. Moreover, reviewing and/or thinking about notes when they find a new piece of information,
notes may cause learning materials to be encoded, fixed in because the act of note-taking focuses attention,
mind and retrieved. encourages the association of ideas and involves a

There is a strong bound between note-taking and deeper level of processing than listening alone [44,
memory. As it were, note-taking affects learning and 34].
academic achievement in two ways at least-while being Not-taking may be included in the syllabus of
taken (encoding) and while being reviewed. In the different educational programs. 
encoding stage, note-taking can reduce memory load via Note-taking practice should be analyzed to teach
summarizing information, hence facilitating learning. There students how to get the best result from their efforts.
are two types of memory-short-term and long-term. Notes should be revised, rearranged, rewritten and
Reducing the load of short-term memory, note-taking reviewed.
facilitates the transfer of information into long-term Notes should not be left without citing the source
memory. Most of what the learners learn is lost in a short where it has been taken. 
period of time. In other words, they do not enter long-term Students should try to make themselves acquainted
memory. The numerical span of the short-term memory is with the function content key words (which are
usually from 5 to 9. As information load of the short-term directly related to the subject matter), directional key
memory increases, its extra load is lost and is not stored words (which are related to specific things students
in long-term memory. Note-taking compensates the lost are expected to do; they are often action verbs) and
information by causing it to enter long-term memory [70]. clue key words (which indicate that important

In addition to the aforementioned points, the act of information is forthcoming). 
note-taking focuses attention, encourages the association Students are advised to compare their notes with
of ideas and involves a deeper level of processing than those of their peers’.
listening alone [44]. Based on Piaget’s constructivist or What the instructor writes on board is usually a cue
developmental theory [71, 69, 72] , intelligence develops and students should write it down, too. 
in four stages: 1) the sensorimotor stage, 2) the It is better to type notes to be read easier and ideas
preoperational stage, 3) the concrete operational stage be cemented in the mind. 
and 4) the formal (abstract) operational stage. In the Notes should be organized by using maps, diagrams,
fourth stage, which is more cognitive, adolescents (from charts, etc.
12 onwards) acquire a form of thought via which they can Abbreviations, symbols and drawings are
think about abstract or hypothetical problems, especially recommended to make the process of note-taking
in the realm of scientific ones [73]. From a developmental easier.
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Summary: What has been reviewed may be summarized Approaches to Note-Taking: As our review shows
in three phases: the significance of note-taking, its different educators, commentators and researchers have
theoretical bases and the ways it has been approached by focused on note-taking form different angles of visions.
the scholars. There are some educators [8, 41, 66, 40, 39, 36] who

Significance: Note-taking process of learning and retaining the information,

affects cognitive variables; Castello and Monereo [4] refer to different eras when
acts as an external memory; the topic, note-taking, has been dealt with. A dominant
causes the learners to learn, think and create; approach in the sixties and seventies focused on the
serves as an artifact; effects of note-taking and note-writing on some cognitive
causes meaning to be encoded; variables, such as attention, memory, comprehension and
is useful for review; so on. In the eighties and nineties, interest was focused
extends attention span; on the relationship between quality of notes and
causes the learner to focus on the subject; significance of learning. More specifically, these studies
helps remembering; analyzed whether the use of different note-taking
makes the learner active including those with learning procedures improved the learning of some information.
disabilities; More recently, the interest of research has shifted to what
causes the learner to organize ideas; really happens in the classrooms when teachers aim at
helps writing understanding and memory; prompting certain note-taking forms.
facilitates attending to lecture, comprehending There are researchers who consider note-taking as a
material and recall; strategy or tool. Lee et al. [24] have taken note-taking into
increases learning via actively processing the accounts as effective strategies to improve students’
material and relating it to previous knowledge; learning. Chularut and DeBacker's [47] findings clearly
facilitates learning through its process of recording; demonstrate that concept mapping, as a strategy, can
is used for later review as an external storage; and benefit ESL students across a range of levels of English
facilitates the selection of important points. proficiency. Stahl et al. [37] state that the Cornell Method,

Theoretical Bases: Note-taking is deeply rooted in are all effective, “time-honored tactics” (p. 615). Spires
cognition and metacognition. Note-takers store and Stone [38] and Bakunas and Holley [63] specifically
information in their long-term memory by writing it down. recommend the Split Page Method. 
Learning is a cognitive process which, as internal Some commentators have emphasized the function of
representations, regulates and guides performance. reviewing notes [42, 12, 44, 43,46]. 
Mnemonic and nonmnemonic notations by children Researchers have not ignored the effect of
provide evidence to argue that cognition underlies combining note-taking with another skill on the students’
notations. The children producing more functional performance. Peverly and Brobst [65] , for example,
notations may be more cognitively advanced [32, 33]. indicated that note taking and background knowledge

Note-taking is cognitively demanding. Note-takers were generally better predictors of test performance than
must listen to lectures or read texts, select important ideas, self-regulation. Moreover, Kiewra et al. [45] investigated
hold and manipulate these ideas in working memory, how different note-taking formats in combination with
interpret the information, decide what to record and then review activities affect recall and relational learning.
write it down [32, 33]. Some others have geared their attention towards the

Metacognive knowledge is essential for successful quality of notes. Research on the qualitative dimension,
learning, because students’ understanding of themselves, based on the note completeness, indicates that the
the task they engage in and the strategies available to number of idea units in lecture notes is positively related
them directly impact on their decisions about learning to test performance [45]. Benton et al. [48] also presented
[27]. As metacognitively active participants in their own data consistent with the conclusion that the length of
learning, “self-regulated learners plan, organize, self- lecture notes was related to both qualitative measures of
instruct, self-monitor and self-evaluate at various stages essay writing. Slotte and Lonka [46] also found that taking
of learning process” [28]. extensive  and  high-quality notes is related to success in

believe that lecture notes positively affect recall, the

academic success and higher grades.

the Unified Notetaking System and the Split Page Method
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tasks calling for deep-level discourse processing. Boyle The relationship between the contents of notes and
and Weishaar [60] concluded that improved note-taking
skills contribute to increasing students’ comprehension,
short-term and long-term recall. 

In some other studies attention has been paid to the
encoding and the external storage dimensions of note-
taking. Rickards and Friedman [49] concluded that note-
taking seemed to serve as both an encoding device and as
external storage mechanism, with latter being the more
important function. The external storage function not only
led to enhanced recall of the notes, but also facilitated the
reconstruction of other parts of the passage. 

Some other educators have come to the conclusion
that note-taking strategies should be taught. According
to Meyer [57] , being a crucial skill, note-taking is to be
explicitly taught in school. Ornstein [61] emphasizes note-
taking as part of the curriculum. Bakunas and Holley [63]
argue that note-taking skills should be taught to students
in the same manner that they are taught writing or
computer skills.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study are practically significant
for teachers, students and researcher. For teachers,
because they may raise the knowledge level of their ESL
students and the students of other disciplines by both
teaching various strategies unknown to them and deeply
acquainting them with the wisdom underlying note-taking.
Teachers may use it as a scaffold to assist their students
to achieve a sound knowledge of what they are supposed
to learn. To plan more successful note-taking training
teachers are recommended to obtain information about the
ways students take notes. For students, because it is a
very strong learning strategy via which they may optimize
their learning. When learned, note-taking strategies will be
student-oriented ones and can be adopted readily without
teacher’s help. Moreover, the variety of these strategies
requires the students to develop their metacognitive
knowledge to be able to prefer one strategy over the other
as the task, time and situation demand. For the
researchers, because further investigations are
recommended to deeply discover the how of the
association between note-taking and cognition.
Additionally, researcher may decide to compare the extent
of the effect of different note-taking strategies on the
students’ academic achievement.

Recommendation for Further Research: In addition to
the areas mentioned above, future researchers may further
investigate the followings:

what is recalled by the note takers 
The effect of the quality of notes on the quality of
mental representation
The performance of note-takers who review their
notes and those of those who do not
The effect of note-taking on cognitive load 
The test performance of trained and untrained note-
takers
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